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Respack Group moves closer towards Industry 4.0 via iContro
Processed Based Manufacturing ERP solution adoption.
INTRODUCTION

Respack is the game changer of the packaging industry. In each factory of the South-East Asia’s fastest
growing =lexible plastic packaging manufacturer, the teams work relentlessly to bring customers the best
solutions available with today’s materials science and polythene extrusion technology. A mirror image of
Malaysia, their people are young, diverse and enthusiastic. Experts in their own =ields, they are customeroriented and dedicated to performance. Continuously re-inventing themselves to optimize the success and
satisfaction of their customers, they strive to do things the right way from the very beginning and to always
move quality forward, together with their stakeholders. Real value doesn't come from a supplier. It comes
from being a partner.
This was the exact philosophy and motto of iContro Group. Being as partners, development of client’s
smooth operation and business expansion is core to iContro success measurement. In the manufacturing
segment, even more so for the plastic industries being a complex processed-based manufacturing, most
management team =inds it hard to be able to =ind balance in terms of rich functionalities in Financial,
Operation and Manufacturing area. With similar dilemma for Respack management, they embarked in the
search for the right ERP solution to cater for this need.

COST COMPARISON

As default, Respack have ventured into a couple of ERP solutions and =inally decided to select one western
ERP to work with due to the western branding and also due to their inexperience in the ERP requirements
in 2017. After much discussion and collaboration with the supplier, it was without a doubt, the initial
quoted budget became much
higher as each discussion
unfolds as most requirements
from Respack, was addressed
by customization work
needed and thus the need for
extra cost. After almost a year
into the process, the total
budget had exceeded twice
the original budget. At this
point, the management had
decided to do a comparison
with another ERP solution –
thus the emergence on the
TUV certi=ied iContro ERP
Solution.
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COMPLEX MANUFACTURING FUNCTIONALITY AS STANDARD FEATURES
After a full year’s experience in the requirements of ERP for their organization, it is clear to the Respack
management of the solution they required. Full =lexibility in terms of =inancial, operational and
manufacturing processes is critical. Most solution lack in the area of manufacturing processes where
critical information like work-In-progress statuses, inventory per stage, wastage per section, machine
capacity and most importantly, true production costing by each job/product are always not visible to the
management. By vetting through the iContro ERP solution, the most surprising factor to the management
was the features mentioned above
were standard in the solution and
thus the requirement for
customization is virtually not
required. Furthermore,
implementation of the solution
was quoted on a =ixed amount
based on the whole project which
means no additional charges
required for unforeseen delay in
implementation unlike other
western ERP vendors that will
charge extra man days for work
done out of original proposal
scope.
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RICH ERP FEATURES IN ALL AREAS - FINANCE, OPERATION & PRODUCTION
On top of the above manufacturing standard expertise, iContro also offered rich features on the =inancial
and operation modules where again, many functionalities of the what-if scenarios in terms of operational
aspect is all inclusive in the standard
solution. iContro manages to achieve
such functionalities by incorporating
vast experience throughout their two
decades of engagement with the clients
with their unique requirements from
more than =ifty different industries. By
doing so, this caters for future expansion
for all clients including the Respack
group where features are ever ready to
be activated as and when the
organization reaches to that level.
With such con=idence in terms of cost
controlled for the ERP solution
implementation, rich features on
=inancial, operation and manufacturing
for current and future, the management
had selected iContro ERP Solution based
on Asian Business Culture as their main
system for the entire group.
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